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The existence of a representation of a stationary process as an instantaneous function of a real, 
irreducible Markov chain (Harris chain) imposes important restrictions on the distribution of the 
process. We construct a countably-valued stationary process with a very strong mixing property 
for which such a representation does not exist. 
instantaneous function of irreducible Markov chain strictly stationary * q/*-mixing * entropy 
1. Introduction 
Suppose one is interested in a certain random stationary phenomenon. To study 
it. one makes a series of measurements and thus obtains a stationary sequence 
(:= ((,z)nGa. Then one often model x t as a functional on an underlying Markov _(_ 
chain (or perhaps as a Markov chain itself). This approach is of great value: it 
provides a nice probabilistic structure that can be used in the statistical analysis of 
the phenomenon. However we shall show below that there are quite reasonable 
situations where, in a certain sense, such an approach can never be entirely correct. 
Throughout this article we restrict our attention to strictly stationary processes. 
Let 6:= xJ,,‘Z be a stationary process and Y:= ( ‘Y,,J,IF:z a stationary Markvv 
chain. The.procesx 5 is represented us an instnntaneous function of Y if 
(,, = f( Y,> for n EZ, 
where f is a measurable function on the state space of I’. We want to consider quite 
general Markov chains, though we have to impose restrictions to avoid a trivial 
representation like 
Y,,:= (. . . , srl- ,, 4,A 6, =fc Y,,). 
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with f denoting projection onto the last coordinate. Of course Y in (1.2) is a Markov 
:*hain. Nevertheless ( 1.2) does not describe a useful representation because the 
random variables I’,, retain all information about the past, which is impractical. So 
we want to investigate here representations with Markov chains having ‘loss of 
memory’. For this reason we impose a well-known irreducibility assumption on Y, 
to be formulated later. Our aim is to construct examples of stationary processes 5 
having some nice properties (e.g. very strong mixing properties) that cannot be 
represented as in (1.1) with such Y. 
Let us now describe the probabilistic structure of our examples. First let .,I’ be 
the class of stationary processes which can be represented as an instantaneous 
function of a stationary, finite-state, irreducible, aperiodic Markov chain. Such 
processes are well known to have very nice asymptotic properties, including very 
ctrrmg mixing properties. We shall construct a stationary process R := (R,,),, d of L 
the form 
R,,:=(X’:,l’,X:f’.... i, r?EB. 
where for each k. XI”:= (Xl,“’ I,,. z is a process in the class .1: We may see I<,, as 
&scribing ‘reality’ at time II, and the X-variables as giving the various aspects of 
‘rAity’. The processes X’“’ will be independent of each other. This simplifies the 
‘rtructurt’ (hut is perhaps unrealistic). The (infinite dimensional) random vector R,, 
conA> of countably manv random variables. A statistician is interested in much 
Ic’\,~ information. Sav hc observes onI> 
t,, = ,qf R,, i. 
u here F is some countably-valued function. The process 4 := ( &,),,. z is stationary. 
IVc shall show that there nerd not exist an irreducible-Markov representation for 
L. In our examples I: will have a simple form, such that (,, depends only on finitely 
marq coinponcnts of K,,. Of course the number of components on which <,, depends 
bill not bc bound4 (for otherwise \ve would have 6 E .j‘). 
The example\ are presented to show that (nontrivial’) hlarkov representations 
:ITC not aI~a>scorrcct incircumstanccs that seem quite rea~Bonable. The few examples 
th;rt wt’ present do not seem to enable one to get a general picture of when !%rko~ 
rc~prcs~ntation c;in or cannot bc used. Nevertheless results as presented here Ieild 
ttk I<) cmph;iGe the importance of a throrv of statistical inference for station::ry 
proc*~h>~c (~.g. central limit thcor?I \vherc no %,larkov assumptions art‘ present. 
:tircd~~ L’iirlkf studies MC~C concerned \vith Markov representation. We can 
munticm Johnson [A] who discussed representation from a very general and only 
4i;LhtlI rclatcd pr*,int of’ vietv. Kosenblntt [i] surveys literature on representation 
111 therms c)t’ tinitc->tatc >larkov chains and mentions ;I nccessarv and sufficient 
c arihlli~c~~t tclr wch ;I rCprc‘5t‘ntation. 
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(i) Y is a real, stationary Markov chain, and 
(12) 
(ii) Y is irreducible (in the sense of [6]) with respect to the 
distribution T of YO. 
The assumption (1.3)(i) is not very restrictive. Because we are only interested in 
representation, if the state space of a Markov chain Y can be imbedded bimeasurably 
in the real line it is for our purpose real-valukd. Note also that stationary, positive- 
recurrent Markov chains with a countable state space satisfy in essence our assump- 
tions. 
The assumption (1.3)(G) means that for every real number x and every Borcl set 
B with r(B)>0 one has 
P”(x,Bi>O forsomenal. 
Here I”‘( - . a) denotes the nth iterate of a regular transition probability for Y. This 
assumption is certainly restrictive. For example in statistical mechanics Markov 
processes are used to describe time evolution of configurations and for these 
processes (1.3) is typically not satisfied. The.assumptions in (1.3) are however quite 
natural in the following sense. The irreducibility in (1.3) generalizes the correspond- 
ing notion used for Markov chains with countatsle state space in such a way that 
the well-known limit theorems for transition probabilities carry over (see Orey [6]). 
These limit theorems correspond to a nice kind of ‘loss of memory’ and imply a 
mixing-type property for Y. Let us also note that ( 1.3)(ii) could be replaced by the 
seemingly stronger assumption of Harris recurrence i.e. if x E R and B is a Bore1 
set with TT( B) > 0 then P( Y,, E B for infinitely many )I ~lIY,,=x)=l;thiscanbe 
deduced (with a little work) from Orey [h, p. 38, Theorem 8.11 and CJUr assumption 
of stationarity. 
Denote by .I! the class of processes 6 that have the same distribution as processes 
that can be represented as an instantaneous function of a Markov chain Y satisfying 
(1.3). 
Thollph .N is :II large class it certainly does not contain all stationary processes. 
Hy our requirements ( 1.3) the processes in ..N satisfy a mixing property. as is well 
kno~vn. Our aim is to show that also assumptions of a different nature are implicit 
in the restriction to .I[. But let us first describe this mixing-type property. Assume 
for the moment that Y satisfies (1.3) and is aperiodic. Then using Orey [h, p. 30, 
I’hcorrnl 7. l] it is easily seen that Y is strongly mixing, and if (1.1) holds then also 
t is strongly mixing. This argument can be used to show that in fact Y and < are 
atxulu~cl~ regular. Absolute regularity ic a lesser known, stronger mixing property, 
discussed e.g. in Volkonskii and Kozanov [lo] and, under the name ‘weak Wernoulli’, 
in Shields [HI. WC assumed Y is aperiodic; the argument above IS howelrer r;lsily 
adapted to cover the periodic case too, and we leave the reader to formuktte which 
restriction of a similar nature it implies for [E ..U in general. 
1’4~ use the notation Pz for the distribution of a random vector Z. If a term like 
u,, is a subscript or superscript, it is usually written a(rt 1. 
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We want to develop necessary conditions for 6~ Ju. Markov chain theory leads 
easily to an interesting condition for 5 E _ti, as follows. Suppose Y satisfies (1.3). 
From irreducib’iity we have by Orey [6, p. 7, Theorem LB] that there exists a 
(positive) measure 4 # I) (meaning +,(iwj > 0) and an integer k > 0 such that 
&,b,Ytk, a (if’ ’ 4. (1.4) 
If (I. 1) holds then we also have 
P .$l0l.<lk~ 2+X$ (1.5) 
where $:= 4 of-‘. Thus in order that .$ E .# there must exist a measure 6 f 0 such 
that (1.5) holds’ for some k > 0. In Section 3 we discuss a process that violates this 
condition. The reader may verify easily that SUC’I processes are necessarily uncount- 
ably-valued. To remedy for this we derive in Section 4 a more restrictive necessary 
condition for 5~ -Zf, to be used in our discussion of countably-valued processes. 
The examples that we construct are @-mixing and have an even stronger mixing 
property. Define the +*-dependence between two a-fields of a probability space by 
$*(.$a) =sup P(An B, 
P(A)PfB)' 
AL&BE %,P(A)>O,P(B)>O. l.1.6) 
Obviously $*( ~1, 3) F= 1 and equality holds if and only if & and %’ are independent 
u-fields. A stationary process ,$ will be called $*-mhing if its past and future are 
asymptotically independent in the sense that 
Here the notation ;8(&, k E K j means the Bore1 u-field of events generated by the 
family of r.v.‘s (&. k c K). K being any set of integers. To avoid ambiguity when 
other stationary sequences are present, we sometimes write $z(&> instead of $z. 
Our main result is stated as follows: 
Theorem 1.1. Tke exisrs a stcltionary counmbfy-valued process 6 such that 
(i) 
c-hnin 
Cii) 
(E’ ..tt, so [ cannot be represented as QII instnntarwous function of Q Markoc 
mtisfying ( I .3) 
4: - 1 +O with exporreruial rate as )I -9~. 
LVr shall discuss three examples of stationary J/*-mixing processes that do not 
belong to the class .I(. Thr first and simplest one, which we shall call X. has the 
structure of the process R mentioned above. It has exponential mixing rate (as in 
-Jhcorcm I. 1 (ii) 1 but is uncountably-valued. Its purpose is to help clarify the second 
and third examples. The process X will be constructed at the end of this section 
and is discussed in Sections 2 and 3. 
*Jhc second example is the process 6 of Theorem 1.1. it will be constructed and 
studied in Sccton 5. Sectian 4 develops a criterion that will be used to show t@ .I(. 
The third example, discussed in Section 6, will also be countably-valued and will 
h;ivc finite entropy; its mixing rate will be slower than exponential. 
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Construction of the process X 
As ‘building blocks’ we shall use a class of simple finite-state Markov chains, For 
each m 2 3 let Yp( m) denote the distribution of a stationary Markov chain W := 
( WAEZ with state space {1,2,. . . , m}, with invariant marginal distribution 
(l/m,..., 1 /m), and with one-step transition probabilities given by 
pij = 0 if i = j, 
1 
= -otherwise. 
m-l 
( 1.7) 
Such a process has small and rapidly decreasing +*-mixing coefficients, especially 
if m is large (Lemma 2.1). Also note that W,# W, as. 
Let us specify the integers 
ftlk := gk Vkal. (1.8) 
For each k 3 1 let XCk’*-- .  (X’,k’),~,-abeaprocesssuchthatthesubsequence(:n’)~‘),,,z 
has the distribution %y(mk) and is independem of the family of r.v.‘s (XLk’: n + 
0 mod k) outside of this subsequence; we also require that Xlk) be station.ary, and 
thus its distribution is completely determined. Also we assume that X”), X”‘, . . . 
are independent processes. 
The process X := ( X,,),,5~B is defined by 
x,,:=<x!,“.x:“‘,. . .) VrlEZ. (1.9 
Clearly X is not countably-valued. The random variable X,, is of course dependent 
on the ‘past’, (. . . , X._?, X_ ,). Note however that the kth component Xi:’ depends 
on the past only via X!_“,) and in particular Xi,“’ f X!_ki a.s. One might say that the 
process is built such that it ‘learns’ not to attain certain values in certain situations. 
This viewpoint suggests a formulation of the process as a learning model a.s discussed 
in [3]. 
In Sections 2 and 3 we show that X is exponentially $*-mixing. A quite simple 
argument based on the fact (noted above) that 
Xik’ #X;:; a.~. Vk 2 I V~EZ (1.10) 
will be used to disprove ( 1.5) and thus show that Xg JY; this is done in Lemma 3.2. 
The countably-valued process 4 of Section 5 (our second example) will he obtained 
irom X as follows: 
(,, = (A,,, xjy)’ ). n E z. 
Here A :== (A,,),,, z is a certain i.i.d. sequence, independent of X and with values in 
the positive integers. With a little work the reader will be able to show that this 
process has the form 
6, = RK), n E z, 
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where (R,,) is a process having precisely the structure described earlier and t,, = 
g( R,,) depends only on a finite (random) number of components of R,,. The third 
example, given in Section 6, will have a quite similar structure. 
2. qQ*-Mixing 
First we study the mixing rates of the finite-state Markov chains with the distribu- 
tions Y(m), nr 2 3, for which the transition probabilities are given in (1.7). 
Lemma i.1. If m 3 3 then a Murkov chain U’ := ( W,,)., p with the distribution .Y( m) 
is exponentially I,!?-mixing, such that 
log $z( W)< (2/n”‘)” Vn 2 1. 
This inequality is crude but simple; in fact we shall use it only for m 2 9 (the 
smallest rnk in ( 1.X)). 
Proof. The transition probability matrix P := ( p,,) in ( 1.7) can be written as 
P = [ m / ( m - 1) ]Jn - [ 1 / ( 111 - 1 )]I,,, 
where I,,, is the m X m identity matrix and .I,,, is the m X nl matrix with all entries 
equal to I/m. Using induction and the fact th;lt If,, = J,,,, we have that 
P”=J,,*+[-lj(m- l)]“(I,,,-J,,,) tlna 1. 
For each n the diagonal elements of P” are equal to some common value d,, and 
the off-diagonal elements are equal to some value c,,. For each n one can show that 
&z( W) = $I*( .Jn( WC,), ;‘A( W,,)) = 
P( W,, = i, W,, = j) 
max 
= m max( c,,. d,, ). 
The first equality here follows from the Markov property, the second can be proved 
Hith an elementary argument, and the third is trivial. 
Since 111 2 3 (by assurnption) we have that, for odd rz z 1. 
rl,, I- (.,I :;(I +[I !1m- I I]“) 
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and, ror even n 3 2, 
G < 4, =~(l+(m-l)[l/!.m-l)]“) 
Hence tj: ( Wj - 1 -+ 0 at the general rate [l/( m - l)]“, and we also have $t ( W) < 
U+[2/m “‘]“) Vn 2 1, which implies log t,Qz ( W) G (2/m ‘j2 j”. 0 
The next step is to use Lemma 2.1 to get bounds on the mixing rate for each of 
the processes Xtk’, k 2 1 (see (1.9)); this will be done in Section 3. Because these 
processes X’ k), k 2 1, are independent we have 
$Z(Xj= n (LX(X’k)) Vn (2.1) 
kz1 
L.. 1 
“J ,2i?im2 b.b ’ ? below, and (2.1) will be used in Section 3 to get an exponential 
bound on the mixing rate for the process X. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose RI,, and 93,,, n = 1, 2,. . . ard a-fields. If the a-fields A,, v &I,,, 
n=l,2,... are independent then 
+*( v .%v v %,) = n 444, %,). 
\n>l n 2 , / r12 I 
The proof is elementary and is sketched in Bradley [2, Lemma 11. 
3. The properties of the example X 
Two properties of the (uncountably-valued) process X defined by ( 1.9) are given 
here. 
Lemma 3.1. *Z (X) - 1 + 0 exponentially ns n -+ a. 
Proof. For each fixed k 3 1 the process X’“’ can be split up into subsequences 
(X$l.i)jc~ for i = 1,2,. . . , k. These subsequences are independent and have the 
distribution *Y( t?)lk). Let W be any process with the distribution Y( mk). if II is auy 
positive integer, then it can be written as n =jk + i where 1 d i 6 k and j>O, and 
we have 
log J/z (XCk’) G log Il’$+l (X’k’J = k log $;+, (, W) 9 k[2,‘m:‘2]i+’ 
= k(2/y)‘+l < (~/3)“‘“X(“.k)* (3.1) 
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Here the first inequality is trivial. The first equality follows from Lemma 2.2 and 
the structure of X”“. The second inequality holds by Lemma 2.1 (see also ( 1.8)). 
The last inequality holds by the definition of j in terms of n. 
By (2.1 j we may conclude 
log $X(X]s C (2/3)m”x’,,.k)=(n+2)(2/3)” =0((3/4)“) as lz-,a 
k 71 
and Lemma 3. I follows. 0 
Lemlma 3.2. X@ . tl. 
Prop&. The process X has its values in a space I‘ of sequences of integers. As we 
mentioned in the first section, it suffices to show that there cannot exist a positive 
integer k and measure $ f 0 on I7 such that (1.5) holds for X. 
Suppose such a k and 6 exist. Partition I’ as I‘= LJ; 1; where 11 consists of ail 
sequences in I’ with i as their kth coordinate. Then 6( I’,) > 0 for some i. and so 
by i 1.5). 
‘T‘hk contradicts the fact Xi:’ f XL”’ a.s. which holds by ( 1.10). Hence Lemma 3.2 
WC have verified that X satisfies (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.1. To prove 6 E‘ .Zf. 
\vhcrc e is the countably-valued process to be construc.tcd in Section 5 (for Theorem 
I. 1). the argument in Letlima 3.2 cannot be used, as we noted earlier, because the 
existence of such a k and 6 is automatic in the counrahie-state case. So in the next 
section we give another criterion which is similar to but stronger than (1 .S). 
1. Markov chains 
Suppci~ 1’ sati5ties t 1.3). Htxawx of ( I .3(ii) thcrc cxistk by Orev [ h. p. 7. Thcorcni 
_. 
2.1 1 il C.-Set, IA. a Borcl set C‘ with r( C‘) > 0. an integer I?I := 0 and a number (* > 0 
\uch that 
Here P”‘( . . - 1 denotes ths rtz-ste;, ::rrnsition probabiiitv of Y as before. and it is 
undcr~tood that .4 i\ restricted to the cia%;s of Borei sets. Obviously (4.1) implies 
t 1.41. ‘I‘hc csktcncc of II (‘-set has strong consequenct’s for the distribution of a 
>krrkov proce\\. In Orcy jh] and iilso NE-mmelin [5] such sets play a central role 
m the study of the limit behavior of Y. We shall use another consequence of the 
t’sktcncc of a C.-set. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose Y is a Markov chain satisfying (1.3), and let p denote its period. 
‘17~1 there exists a rzumber y > 0 and integers m > 0 and no> 0 such that pI m and 
for011 n 2 n,, with p 1 n there exists a measure 4,, on IWn+l with 4, (R”+‘) = y such that 
P - Y( n),Y(--n+l) ,..., Yio).Y(?n).Y(m+l) ,..., Y(rn+n) 2 4,I x 4”. (4.2j 
0;: course the restriction p ( n is superfluous for aperiodic Markov chains. The 
existence of a period p (= 1 if Y is aperiodic) is a well-known property of stationary 
irreducible Markov chains; see Orey [6, p. 13, Theorem 3.11. 
Proof. Let C be a C-set, and let m and c be as in (4.1). Also define the measure 
n(.( .) := 7r( * n C). We have p 1 nz because p is the period of Y. If n > 2~1 and if A 
and B are Bore1 sets then 
= c%<. x rr,~(A x B)P( Y,, E C, Y,,_ ,,, E C). 
Orcy [6. p. 30. Theorem 7. l] implies that P( Y,,, E C, Y,, ,,! E Cl -+ p[ rr(C)]’ as )I +x 
under the restriction p 1 n. Hence there exists c’ > 0 and no > 0 such that if n 2 n,) 
and pi rz then PI,,o,.~,,,,, 3 c’r(- x JT(.. Using this fact twice (with stationarity) a similar 
argument will show that there exists c”> 0 such that if II 2 !I,, and pin then 
&, ,,1.~‘lol.~‘~~~l~,~‘~,,t+r,~ 2 c”7q. x Tr{. x 7r[. x ?r<.. 
For each II define the measure 4,, on 5X” + ’ by 
(3.31 
&(L_3) := (c”)I’? 
5 
P((Y,,,. . . 9 Y,&HIY,,=.q Y,,=y)dq XT,.(S.jq 
R’ 
for Bore1 sets H c 08”’ ’ . Then for y := (d’)“‘[ n( C)]’ we have that &CR”’ ’ ) = y VU. 
and using the Markov property and (4.3) one proves (4.2). Cl 
Remark 4.2. Suppose 4 is a stationary process satisfying (1.1 ). We noted earlier 
that (1.4) for Y implies (1.5) for 4. Similarly the property of Y in Lemma 4.1 
transfers to 6. with the measures QJ,, replaced by the obvious rels;ed measures rf;,,. 
(Thus a process c which fails to have this property cannot be in .#f.) 
Remark 4.3. $-Mixing is a property stronger than IL* -mixing. A stationary $-mixing 
process has the properties referred to in the above remark, and it is an open question 
whether there are such processes outside .fif. Even for I-dependent processes this 
question is open. {For the definition of $-mixing see Bradley [2]. The first sentence 
in [2] contains a minor error; the ‘*-mixing condition defined by Blum, Hanson. 
and Koopmans [l] is closely related to G-mixing but it is not quite the same.) 
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
To construct the process 6 for Theorem 1.1 we consider again the process X 
defined by (1.9). Suppose A := (A,,),,E~ is an i.i.d. sequence which takes its values 
on the set of positive integers and which is independent of X and so independent 
of the processes X”‘, XC’), . . . . The stationary process 5 := (&l)nGz defined by 
& := (A,,, Xl;h(“‘)) Vn E E (5.1) 
is countably-valued. By ( I. 10) we have 
P(&=& kandA,=A,,_k=k)=O Vkzl VrlEa. (5.2) 
Below we shall specify the distribution of A,,. Property (5.2) will then be used along 
with Lemma 4.1 and Remarlk 4.2 in order to show that 5 cannot belong to &. 
Hut first let us quickly show that Theorem l.l(ii) holds (regardless of the distribu- 
tion of a,,). Defining the process Z:= (Z,,),,< z by Z,, := (A,,, X,,) Vn E Z, we have 
The first inequality holds because &,, is Z,,-measurable (for each fixed n), and the 
latter equality holds by Lemma 2,.2. Because A is i.i.d., $;(A) = 1 and using Lemma 
3. I \vc obtain Theorem 1.1 (ii). 
To prove Theorem 1.1 (i) we impose the following restrictions on the r.v. h,, and 
on a Wt K: 
Ii) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
t’c A,, = k) = pk Vk fi K, Pi A,, E h’ ) = 0. 
kF% +ilc as k + x along K. (54) 
K is a set of positive integers such that for each integer p> 0 the set K 
contains arbitrarily lak,ge multipies of p. 
For example one could take 
K :={l-‘.2’,3J,. . .). pL:=tl “‘-l+~+l) ’ -’ forn’=kEK. 
With < dtifincd by (5.1 t and A such that (5.3) holds we have: 
Proof. The sequence { has its values in i?” . Ijuppose [ has the form (1.1) with Y 
a ,tlarht>v chain satisfying ( 1.3) with period p By Lemma 4.1 and Remark 4.2, 
thcrc csi\t y. - 0 ;rnci integers )?I, II,, ,- ‘ , 0 such that p) m _Ind for ail H 3 n,, with p) t? 
thcrc cui515 ;I mC;iSure qC,, on (z’)“’ * with tctal mass y such that 
m w 
I’,, ,,f. .lJllf LI,rl,. .co,, + ,I t .-- 4, x $,I. (5.5) 
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Let k = n + rn where n 2 no, k E K, k and n are both multiples of p, and k is 
sufficiently large, such that 
P(Ai = k for sogzi;z --;‘! d j~o)=1-(1-P(h,=k))“+‘>1-y”. (.5.6) 
This is possible because by (5.4)) 
(n+l)P(&,= k)=(k-m+l)p,-m 
as k+a along keK. 
With k and n fixed as above, let A be a subset of (z’)“+’ such that the following 
equality of events holds: 
{A~= kforsome-n~j~O0)-{(~ -,,,. . . ,&JE 11). (5.7) 
Because by (5.6) and (5.5) 
we have &(n’) < ‘y, and so & has positive mass on the (countable) set ‘1. Take 
y E il with &({y}) > 0. By (5.5) the event 
{&I, * * . 7 6,) = Y, (5#,I, * . * - 5m+nJ = Y> 
has probability at least [$,,({y})]‘> 0. On this event eI = [j+k for all -n s j d 0 and 
moreover because YE ii there is by (5.7) such a j with k = A, (=A!+,. >. Hence for 
this j with positive probability 
&i= [i+k and Ai= Al+k = k 
which contradicts (5.2). So e@ .M. El 
Thus we have proved Theorem I. I. 
6. A finite entropy example 
The enfmpg H(Z) of a countably-valued random variable Z is defined as 
where q, = P(Z = i) and i runs over the values in the range of Z with 4; Y> 0. 
We construct a $*-mixing stationary process 6 with N(&,,) < CQ that does not 
belong to %!d. This process has the form :,5.1) except that we choose integers mli, 
k 2 1, different from (1.8). The distribution of AC1 catisfying (5.4) will also be chosen 
more carefully. 
Because A,) is &-measurable we have by a familiar rule fl:>r entropy (set 
Smorodinsky [9, Theorem 4.12a]) that 
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where H( & ( ho = k) denotes the entropy oF &, under the conditional probability 
P(.IA,,=k). By (5.1) and because Xi,k’ is independent of the event {A0 = k} and 
attains mk values, each with the same probability, we have H( ,!$,I ho = k) = log2 ntk 
and so 
w$J = ~(A,,)+wog, h(“,). (6.1) 
Obviqusly an exponential choice for mk (as in (1.8)) would make H(&:,,) = m by 
(5.4)(C). But let us choose 
K:=(n”,n23}, pk:=c/n”-’ iOrn”=kEK 
for some normalizing constant c > 0. Then we have (5.4) and we can take mk quite 
large such that as k -+ ~0 along K, 
log2mk==n”~~’ forn”=icEK 
and then one concludes easily that H(&J --c w using (6.1). By Lemma 5.1 (whose 
proof holds verbatim in this new context) we have te .&. Using (5.3) and an argument 
like Lemma 3.1 one can prove that 4 is $* -mixing, i.e. $z(t)- l-+0, but with a 
rate lhat is slightly slower than exponential. 
Remark 6.1. It seems clear that one can construct a two-state stationary process 
6~ .lt that still satisfier; the absolute regularity condition. A binary coding of an 
example like the one above, ot course with entropy less than 1, might achieve this. 
Because of the technical complications this will not be investigated here. A stronger 
mixing property like #-mixing or $*-mixing might be attainable. However this is 
complicated by the fact that the coding of a single e-value may affect a long stretch 
of time extending far into both the negative and positive indices. 
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